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heir story meanders sweetly, like a nectar-laden bee, from rural Ohio to Breckenridge,
Colorado; to Missoula, Montana; and back to Ohio, where Isaac Barnes, 35, teaches high
school and keeps bees. His wife and mother of two Jayne, 31, shares in developing the
honey-centered cottage industry that makes their farming life possible.
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Honeyrun Farm is the couple's two acres of paradise tucked into the 2,000 owned by Isaac's
family outside Williamsport, Ohio. Their farmhouse overlooks a shaded lawn that slopes to
a flower and vegetable garden. Here, you might see Mason and Maizy Barnes, ages 3 and 2,
tumbling around the grass like puppies. Jayne trails behind, picking lavender to infuse the honey
produced by their bees. (See sidebar to learn about honey infusions.)

BEE FRIENDLY
How can we live in a bee-friendly way?
James Tew, an Ohio State University associate
professor of apiculture, the coordinator of the
OSU Wooster Bee Laboratory and a beekeeper
himself since 1972, offers these suggestions.
Be tolerant of bees.
If you find some living in your yard,
try to find a way to live with them.

Isaac tends the bees and builds things. The children play in the fenced playground, or wander
beneath the rustic arbor, or nibble bread and honey in the honey house, all products of their
father's craftsmanship. The chickens enjoy Isaac's handiwork in a coop that features arched
windows salvaged from Isaac's grandma's house. The only naysayer is the family goat, who
escapes like Houdini from every improvement that Isaac makes to his pen.
Although paradise has its price, Jayne and Isaac are happy to pay it: in planning, perseverance
and unrelenting hard work.

Don't spray more pestiCides
than necessary.
Plant flowering plants and trees,
rather than just grass, so the bees have
something to eat Clover and dandelions, which
have been nearly eradicated in city and suburb,
were once the main summer diet of honeybees.

Provide a home for leafcutter bees,
which pollinate but do not produce honey and

The Flight of the Bumblebee
Jayne, from Millersburg in northeastern Ohio, was the college roommate ofIsaac's sister Becky
Swingle (profiled in the Winter 2010 Edible Columbus) at Wittenberg University. Isaac had graduated
from Westfall High School, where he now teaches, and received a geology degree from Wittenberg in
1999. While he spent winters as a self-described "ski bum" working at the Breckenridge resorts, Jayne
graduated and spent a year teaching urban gardening with Americorps in Columbus, then began her
master's program in rural sociology at the University of Montana in Missoula.
"Jayne was raised in the country with a farm background," says Isaac. "She's also beautiful,
intelligent, open-minded and interested in many things--especially travel-like I am."
Jayne calls Isaac "an intelligent country boy. He had all the great qualities of a man who knows how
to work with his hands, be creative and hardworking and appreciate the simple things, yet he was
able to philosophize about life."
Prompted by Isaac's insatiable appetite for honey, Jayne bought Isaac his first hive in 2003, "only
three months after we started dating." They married in 2005 and, while Jayne studied, Isaac
worked for a commercial beekeeper in Missoula with 5,000 hives. In 2006, the couple returned to
Ohio and traditional working life. But as soon as they were ready to start a family, they put their
plan into action--call it Plan Bee.

rarely sting. Make a nest box by drilling about 50
2- to 3-inch-deep holes in a hardwood block and
hang it up in a tree or garden shed at the back of
your property. Tew promises that the block will not
attract termites or wasps.

Consider keeping bees.
"Three-fifths of the people at beekeeping
meetings now are brand new;' Tew says. He
attributes this growth in beekeeping to the high
awareness of the bees' plight (see sidebar),
and also the green and urban farm movements.
Many cities and suburbs (including New York
City and Columbus) permit residents to keep a
limited number of hives.
Dana Stahlman, a Master Beekeeper and the
president of the Central Ohio Beekeepers
Association, encourages beekeeping wannabees
to come to their meetings. "It's too late in the
season to start a hive this year;' he says, "but you
can learn about it and meet other beekeepers:'

Plan Bee
Bees on the honeycomb.

"Part of the reason we're here," Jayne says as she disentangles Mason from the dog he is trying
to ride, "is because the farm is a fun place for kids to grow up." Both Jayne and Isaac are
determined to arrange their lives so that she can stay at home with the children, and they can
live on the farm, close to family.
Isaac and Jayne work hard for those goals. Besides teaching, Isaac spends his winters building the
honeycomb frames-3,000 and counting-and the molds and cutting tools that Jayne uses in
her soap making.
Each of Isaac's 17 bee yards, or apiaries, contains 10 to 12 hives of 60,000-80,000 bees each (the
number varies by season), which may fly two or three miles a day in their quest for blossoms. So
that the hives do not compete for nectar, Isaac sites his yards within a 20-mile radius of his farm,
paying a honey' rent to each property owner-typically two pounds of honey per hive per year. Of
course, the bees also do their landlord the favor of pollinating his fruit and flowers.
Every spring Isaac performs the profitable but Herculean task of transporting and renting his bees
to Sunny Hill and Lynd's Fruit Farms to pollinate their apple orchards. After 8pm, when the bees
are quiet in their hives (stackable wooden boxes or "supers" with pull-out frames that hold the
honeycomb, not the dome-shaped skeps we generally picture), Isaac loads the hives onto truck and
trailer, drives them to the orchards, unloads them and repeats the task in reverse 10 days later.
Left: Isaac Barnes in his bee suit.
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HONEY
LAUNDERING:
Another Reason Artisanal
Honey Is Better
Honey laundering is an amusing term
with a sober meaning: the smuggling
of tainted Chinese honey into the
United States by first shipping it to
other countries (called transshipping) to
disguise its true country of origin. Thus
the anomaly of countries like India and
Malaysia, which had never exported
honey before, suddenly emerging as
massive exporters of honey to the UShoney that originates in China.
The Chinese launder honey to avoid the
heavy tariffs that the US imposed in 2001
to protect the US beekeeping industry
after China began flooding the American
market with artificially cheap honey.
And not only artificially cheap, but
often artificial. In Seattle in April of this
year, the Department of Justice seized
10,000 gallons of counterfeit "Thailand
honey"-actually a compound malt extract
originating in China, and shipments seized
elsewhere have been adulterated with
water or corn syrup. Worse, testing has
shown some Chinese honey tainted with
heavy metals, or with the antibiotic (banned
in the West) that they feed their bees.
In June the FDA announced a "new
global strategy" to ensure import quality
and safety, as well as its intention to
broaden food safety efforts under the
2011 FDA Food Modernization Act.
Meanwhile, the European Union has
simply banned the import of "Indian"
honey, a strategy that American
beekeepers would like the US to imitate.
The US produces only about half
of the honey it consumes, so it will
continue to be an importer. China is
by far the largest producer of honey in
the world, so it will continue to be an
exporter. Honey laundering is profitable.
An operation involving a German
conglomerate as the middleman
defrauded the US of $80 million in
tariffs. And the label on the honey jar
may not disclose the true origin or
content of the honey on your grocer's
shelf-unless it is artisanal.
Bee warned.
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Photos from top left: Isaac tending to beehives; Mason Barnes feeding the chickens;
Isaac's goats; Jars of honey; Honeyrun Farm.

Sweet Success
Isaac removes the honey from his chemical-free
hives in late spring, mid-summer and autumn, a
task that takes 15-20 hours per harvest. "We
harvested 10,000 pounds of honey in 2010," Isaac
says, "about 100 pounds per hive. The state average
is 5 5-60 pounds per hive."
Each season's honey is different in color and flavor,
with spring honey from black locust blossoms the
lightest, the most popular and also the scarcest.
"We sold out of locust honey this year-about 1,000
pounds of it." The golden summer honey comes
from Canadian thistle and clover; the dark fall
honey, from goldenrod and aster.
Honey is anti-microbial and can rest at room
temperature indefinitely, so once it leaves the hive,
the honey in the wax comb need not be extracted
immediately. "My first extractor only did four
frames at a time," Isaac says. "It took about a month
to harvest the honey that way. But I figure that it
takes a month to harvest a lot of crops."
Today, a 33-frame extractor purchased from a
beekeeper's estate takes pride of place in the honey
house. Once Isaac has scraped off the wax caps with
a heated knife, the centrifuge whirls the frames
for five to 10 minutes and the honey drains slowly
(nothing about honey is fast) into a large-bucket,
where it sits, covered, until Isaac has time to deal
with it.
0

Then he gently heats the honey to less than 120
E, strains it, bottles it and slaps on a Honeyrun
Farms label. Isaac avoids the higher temperatures
and high-pressure filtering used by commercial
honey producers to prevent granulation, because,
according to Catherine Berry, director of marketing
at the National Honey Board, such processing
"reduces the final quantity of the enzymes in honey."
The leftover wax goes outside, where the thrifty
bees eat any honey that still clings to it, after which
thrifty Jayne melts the wax for the beeswax candles
she sells at farmers markets and online.

The Buzz
"She's the smart and savvy one," Isaac says ofJayne.
"She's the one that does all the marketing."
And makes the soap.
"All the different varieties and scents-I just got
hooked." Jayne's experiment began in the kitchen
in 2006, but with sales last year of 3,000 bars, the
operation moved to the honey house. Made with
lye the old-fashioned, cold-processed way, the more
than 20 varieties of soap contain herbs and flowers,
many homegrown, beeswax to help the soap last
longer and always honey, a natural moisturizer.

Jayne ships orders from their website to
points as diverse Alaska and Puerto Rico"the lavender-infused honey is especially
popular"-a time-consuming task that she
nevertheless finds rewarding for the many
positive customer comments.
This year Honeyrun Farms debuted at the
Worthington Farmers Market. The Greener
Grocer at the North Market was their first retail
customer, and last winter Jayne decided to try
expanding the retail end by selling to Whole
Foods in Dublin.
"There were so many hoops to jump through,"
Isaac says, displaying the final product, a
Honeyrun Farms honey bear, labeled Ohio
Summer Harvest or Ohio Fall Harvest Pure Raw
Honey. "We thought the bear was corny, but they
insisted. And they wanted the seasonal label with
the outline of Ohio."
"No," Jayne reminds him.
"The little state map was our idea."
"Right." Isaac regards her fondly.
"This was all Jayne's doing."
"When I market, I look at why I'm drawn to
a product," Jayne says. "Our market is mostly
direct and local, and our customers want that
connection to the person and the process. On
the blog I let people know how we make our
products. I try to respond to email questions
quickly, and we always invite people out to the
farm, if they want to come."
Their vision for the future, besides welcoming
Baby Barnes in November, is simply more of the
same. Their main challenge, Jayne suggests, is not
to work too hard-"We're both workaholics," she
confesses, as if no one would guess. "If we can
keep it at this level, then whatever we can do is
icing on the cake."
Honey cake, of course.
Honeyrun Farm: 9642 Randle Rd., Williamsport,
Ohio 43164; 740-225-2462; info@honeyrunfarm.
com; honeyrunfarm.com. For information about
purchasing Honeyrun honey and other products,
please visit the website.

Nancy McKibben has been writing and eating for
years, and is happy to combine those loves with the
opportunity to advocate for local food in the pages of
Edible Columbus. Her novel The Chaos Protocol was
a finalist for the Ohioana Book Award for Fiction in
2000, and she was the winner of the Thurber House
Essay Contest in 2003. She is also a lyricist and
journalist, the mother of six, and the wife of one. View
her work at leader.com/nancymckibben; contact her at
nmckibben@leader.com.
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INFUSED HONEY
Courtesy ofJayne Barnes
1 cup honey
4 tablespoons of your
favorite dried herb, try:
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lavender
lemon verbena
mint or rosemary

1

Place in a jar on a sunny windowsill,
stirring every few days until the honey has
reached the flavor you prefer.

2

Strain out the herbs, and enjoy!

Over thirty locally
made handcrafted flavors
FaceOook

www.sweeuhinggourmet.com

BEE GONE
Since 1975, the U.S. bee population has dropped by approximately half, according to James Tew
of the Ohio State University Wooster Honey Bee Lab. The problem was brought into sharp relief in
2006, when 600,000 of the 2.5 million bee colonies in the United States died from a malady labeled
colony collapse disorder, or eeo, the mysterious abandonment of a hive by most of the bees.

eeo is not a new problem, as similar phenomena have been described since the

1800s. Tew likens

the disorder to a cold: "You know the symptoms, but you don't really know exactly what caused it:'
eeo is more likely to affect large commercial beekeepers with thousands of hives who use their
bees primarily for pollination, often transporting them thousands of miles to pollinate crops.
Tew lists factors that do or may affect bees adversely: viruses, pesticides, lack of genetic diversity (at
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least 1/3 of all U.S. bees are derived from the same 300-400 special breeder queen lines), varroa
mites, pesticides and chemicals, air pollution and overuse of bees as pollinators. eeo may be a
result of anyone factor, or a variety of interrelated factors.
"Today's bees are not as vibrant and resilient as they once were;' says Tew, who points out that bees
used to survive easily on their own, without human intervention. "Bees could have a hive behind your
barn, and the hive lived for years, and you never had to do anything with them. Today, bees need us.
They have become more like tomato plants, having to be replaced every year:'
Master Beekeeper Dana Stahlman is hoping to help make the Ohio bee population more robust by
breeding queens that are resistant to the state's cold winters. His are the brains behind the Ohio
State University Queen Project, which he runs through the Ohio State Beekeepers Association and
in conjunction with the OSU Bee Lab at Wooster.
Isaac Barnes, who has about 120 hives, has not experienced eeo, and focuses his energies on
varroa mites, the plague of beekeepers everywhere. Isaac recalls the effort to control them in the
commercial hives where he worked in Missoula. "We were putting outright poison into the hives:'
Isaac has a pesticide-free strategy: "After June 21 , the old queens slow down and lay fewer eggs,
but the mite population in the hive is building up. The best thing is to have a young queen split
off. July is a big month-we start 50 to 60 new hives. The new queen lays a lot of eggs to get the
population up, and this keeps the mite cycle down:'
"That's what's working for us;' Isaac says diffidently. "We don't have thousands of hives, so we can
babysit the bees more:'

Resources for those interested in beekeeping:
centralohiobeekeepers.org
gobeekeeping.com
ohiostatebeekeepers.org
honeybeelab.com
Franklin County Zoning Resolution; Section 115.04 Regulation of Apiaries:
franklincountyohio.gov/commissioners/edp/zoning/ZoningResolutionUpdated6.9.1O.pdf
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Raw

ila.w }ood for Real People
Raw Foods Classes
Personal Nutntion Counseling
Hands-On "Uncooklng" Lessons
Events
Chef Services
Corporate Counseling

Organic raw vegan foods,
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614.404.5366

www.purelysimpleraw.com
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